ON THE LEVEL
March 2021

Kia ora! Greetings!
We hope you all had a rejuvenating break over the Christmas period as we
look forward to a productive 2021 without any further COVID interruptions, We
ended 2020 strong with building consent applications up from 2019 which is
promising for the district.
At the start of the year we welcomed our newest Building Control Officer
Alex Hale. Alex brings a range of existing building skills and local knowledge
to the team. He is currently undertaking a two year training plan to gain a
qualification as required by the New Zealand Building Act Regulations. You
may see him out and about with one of the team undertaking inspections and
he is also commencing with the processing of building consent applications,
we look forward to supporting Alex during this development process.

FARM BUILDINGS

History tells us that the construction of farm buildings will not be far off as we
head into winter so it is an important reminder for you to know that you may
not require a building consent with the new exemptions in place since last
August which allow certain types of buildings within rural areas up to 110m2 in
area.
There are options available to owners, we do recommend creating a record on
the property file which may help with any on-sale in the future, your insurance
company may even request that sort of verification, so the options for creating
a record would be:
1. Providing a completed “Notification of exempt building work” form along
with plans requesting that a record of exempt building work is placed
on your property file (this form can be located through our website under
“Building Consents & Information”). There is a small fee associated with this
which is currently $145.00.
2. Apply for a Building Consent which will mean processing of the proposed
work, inspections are undertaken and a Code Compliance Certificate will be
issued upon completion (processing/inspection/certification). The Rates
department may recognise the improvement and add this to your property
through re-valuation.
When discussing this with your client(s) be mindful of the value that
certification gives to all parties and the potential insurance implications of each
option.
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It is recommended you check with a building professional
and seek their advice before deciding whether building
work is exempt. The Building Act is clear that it is the
owner’s responsibility to ensure that they obtain a
building consent when one is required.
https://www.building.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/projectsand-consents/building-work-consent-not-requiredguidance.pdf

COMMON REQUEST FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION
Vetting RFI’s:
Evidence of Ownership
Whenever an application is made on behalf of the
owner, the application must be accompanied by signed
authorisation from the owner of the property, it is
important that the owner is the one whom is providing
this authorisation and not the tenant.
Site plans
Site plans are crucial for several reasons including
property records, planning issues and inspection
purposes so we can make a compliance decision on site.
The site plan should indicate the full property boundaries,
existing buildings and the proposed building location
with distances to at least two boundaries and any nearby buildings.

SOLID FUEL BURNERS

It is that time of year again, the air will start to chill and the
frosts are nearly upon us, with this comes the hoard of
heaters which are to be installed.
When submitting a heater application please ensure
you specify the type of heater, if it is replacing an existing
heater, a completely new install and if it is connecting to
a wetback.
This helps us with our decision making in the suitability of
the location along with capturing the correct inspection
questions to ensure inspections are limited so we can
have these signed off in a timely manner.
Also be aware of the documentation required which
includes full floor plans (each floor if more than single
storey) with location of heater / smoke detection / hot
water cylinder (if applicable), manufacturers installation
specification, flue details (including the height in relation
to ridges) and flashing details.
New heaters are required to meet the minimum
standards of the district plan for “Airshed areas”, this
provides built up residential areas cleaner air through
tested appliances demonstrating their emission
standards and rural areas outside of the “Airshed” space
must have a minimum of two hectares if the heater
proposed is outside of the emission requirements.
If you would like to check if a certain heater complies with
the above emission requirements this can be confirmed
at Authorised wood burners | Ministry for the Environment
(mfe.govt.nz).
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Plumbing and Drainage
Plumbing and Drainage information gets missed
frequently or the pathway of compliance has not
been correctly nominated. As there are two different
compliance pathways for drainage it is crucial that the
correct one has been nominated to ensure the Building
Code Acceptable Solution we are assessing the plans
against are the right ones.
Please beware that drainage is not limited to foul water
and compliance with storm water drainage is also
required – refer to Reticulated Infrastructure Technical
Specifications - “RITS”.
Processing RFI’s
Water Supply
One of the main purposes of the New Zealand Building
Act 2004 is to provide facilities for the occupants in
a manner that promotes sustainable development
through a healthy living environment so the water supply
including supply pipework is closely considered through
our processing.
Access /Routes – Residential
Access Routes need careful consideration through
lighting of spaces when moving into, within and out of
buildings, quite often lighting at the entrance of buildings
is missed or vehicle spaces on site plans have not been
shown to comply with the Objective of Code Clause D1.
Wall Framing / Bracing
Wall framing provides a wide range of situations which
must be considered but the most common RFI points
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around this are due to SED lintel information missing
from the application or when providing bracing to walls,
the top plate requirements have not been shown – It
is important to consider bracing in internal walls which
may impact the fixed location of Top Plates either to one
external wall (no more than 125 Bracing Units) or to at
least two external walls (no more than 250 Bracing Units
– 6kN, or, more than 250 Bracing Units 2.4kN per 100
bracing units).
More information on this can be found through
NZS3604:2011, Section 8.7.3.4.

RETICULATED INFRASTRUCTURE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(RITS)

is starting to reach capacity which means we require
additional costs to cover the upgrade of such services.
At this stage these only apply to Putāruru but a plan
moving forwards for the rest of the district is currently
underway.
Please be aware that these charges are in addition to
Building Consent fees as they are charged separately
from the Services Department and only apply when you
are proposing a new water or sewer connection from
council services.
It is also important to note that if these are not paid
on completion of work this will hold up the Code of
Compliance Certification.

No doubt if you have applied for Building Consents in
relation to new buildings in the past year you will be
familiar with the “RITS”, this is a stormwater management
plan which has been adopted by South Waikato District
Council and it is more commonly enforced by Hamilton’s
Three Waters.
In short the requirement to comply with the RITS is
by way of stormwater catchment design by a suitably
qualified person providing a catchment tank with small
overflow.
For further details on this it is recommended that you
view the “RITS stormwater low impact design guidelines
(Sec 4.2.3), with reference to Hamilton Council’s Three
Waters Management Practice Notes as a guide on type
of devices that can be used”.
https://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/councilpublications/manuals/Pages/Three-WatersManagement-Practice-Notes.aspx

DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Development Contributions have been something our
district has avoided for quite some time compared with
other neighbouring councils, however with ongoing
development the load / demand on council services

INSPECTION SERVICE

Due to the ever-growing development happening in
the northern end of the South Waikato district we have
realised the benefits of situating a Building Control Officer
in the Putāruru office 2 days a week, being Tuesday and
Thursdays.
This enables us to be more efficient with both customer
enquiries and inspections to ensure building demand
can be met from a regulatory perspective with focus on
customer satisfaction.

Wishing you all the best for 2021

FROM YOUR SWDC BUILDING TEAM
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